The words 'utopia' and 'zombie' are likely to conjure up strong images in the mind of the reader.
perpetually consume" (Lauro and Embry 99). It is the incarnation of Romero's mindless, shambling undead, rather than the voodoo zombi, which I will be referring to in this paper.
What becomes clear from this brief discussion are the changes that have occurred to the zombie and what it represents since its first appearances. One thing, however, always remains at the forefront: zombies, in a way, are the most human of all the classic monsters. As Simon Pegg argues:
"Where their pointy-toothed cousins [vampires and werewolves] are all about sex and bestial savagery, the zombie trumps all by personifying our deepest fear: death. Zombies are our destiny writ large" (n.pag.). Zombies are death personified: the zombie body is deceased, yet still moving; often, it is wounded, yet these wounds have no consequences. The form is human, but the behaviour and appearance is not, instead showing us what we will become: rotting and revolting. It is this process that is described in detail by Fred Botting:
Zombies are distinctly abject figures in form and effect: dead, rotting flesh, ripped skin, mutilated features, broken limbs and bodies that continue to move as though they were alive, these nonbeings are without any redeeming features -compassion, feeling, intelligence, or wit -and remain intent on reducing every living thing to their level, feasting relentlessly and mechanically on the blood, brains and bowels of other beings. Just as one cannot love one's abjection, casting it out in order to survive, so one cannot love one's zombie, contrary to some critical assertions. (187)
Zombies are closer to us than any other monster, yet as Botting points out, this is not a desirable state of being. The transformation from human to zombie is a step down the evolutionary ladder, an unmaking. Becoming undead signifies not only a change in state from living to dead, but ultimately a loss of what makes us human:
Humanity defines itself by its individual consciousness and its personal agency: to be a body without a mind is to be subhuman, animal; to be a human without agency is to be a prisoner, a slave. The zombie(i)/e is both of these, and the zombie(i)/e (fore)tells our past, present, and future. (Lauro and Embry 90)
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The shape might be human, and they may still move upright (if possible), but there is no consciousness. Loss of self, of agency, is inherent to becoming a zombie: "To succumb is to become, and once you have become a zombie, self is lost irrevocably to the other" (Boon 35).
According to Lauro and Embry, it is this aspect that makes the zombie so frightening a creature:
Nowhere Yet, although a human may become a zombie, the primal difference, the loss of self, of the individual, of the rational, creates a rift which cannot be bridged, as Gerry Canavan argues: "The audience for zombie narrative, after all, never imagines itself to be zombified; zombies are always other people, which is to say they are Other people, which is to say they are people who are not quite people at all" (432; emphasis in original). In fact, any interaction between the two is problematic: "The zombie's mutilation is not one we can easily imagine for 'ourselves,' however that 'we' is ultimately constituted; the zombie is rather the toxic infection that must always be kept at arm's length" (Canavan 433; emphasis in original). Canavan takes his point even further; interaction is not just problematic, but impossible: "Zombies -lacking interior, lacking mindcannot look; they are, for this reason, completely realized colonial objects. Zombies cannot be recognized, accommodated, or negotiated with; once identified, they must immediately be killed" (437). Ultimately, there is no way in which the Other can be accepted or incorporated. The monster is only that, monstrous, and cannot be part of society. All it is capable of is hindering any sense of community, of attacking civilisation from the inside. The idea of the ideal zombie seems counterintuitive: there is no goodness in the monstrous, nor any option for human survivors to build something in the wake of the apocalypse without continuously putting themselves in danger, let alone for this new construct to progress. In these scenarios, the survivors are simply being rather than living, improving. Zombie narratives are dystopian narratives, a warning of the real dangers that may befall humanity. They are not Paradise; they are the Apocalypse.
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Is Big Brother Watching You?
It is this view of the zombie as monstrous Other that has dictated most of the academic discourse on the undead. Zombies may appear like us, yet ultimately there is no connection. Rather, the transformation into the undead signifies a loss of humanity and everything that comes with it:
ideas of society, of community, of peaceful living. Through their existence, the undead oppose the ideals of the utopia.
Despite this, I would like to put forward that it is problematic to argue a complete separation between utopian and monstrous states. The first problem arises with the way in which utopias are most commonly presented, and how I discussed them at the beginning of this paper, as something which is uniformly positive. The desire for (an individual within) a society to find somewhere better and the dream of a perfect world are well-known assumptions, yet when returning to and expanding upon Sargent's words, this is exactly where the difficulties arise: "Perfect, perfection, and their variants are freely used by scholars in defining utopias. They should not be" ("Three Faces" 9).
Rather, he posits that " [w] e hear that utopia is dead because it does in fact lead to totalitarianism"
("Three Faces" 25). In a later paper, he goes on to explain that "there are very few utopias in the corpus that can reasonably be described as 'perfect,' and most of those are in some version of heaven" ("What Is" 156 As a result, the ideal society is often a violent and strictly regulated one, yet if perfection and eternal happiness is the goal, the end always justifies the means.
A secondary issue in notions of utopia is the variety of forms the idea of 'a better world' can take. If one keeps in mind the idea that utopias are common to many civilizations, there are further implications as described by Sargent: "Every country, every culture, will have some way of social dreaming, dreaming about a better way of life, whether it be in the past, the future, after death, or whatever. This indicates that we must be ready to accept that utopias will not all look alike" ("What 
I am Dead, but It's Not So Bad
What I would like to put forward, however, is that the utopia-within-dystopia is not necessarily associated with the new communities created by the survivors, but rather to describe the state of being achieved by the undead. It is not the survivors, but the zombies who are living the social dream of a better society. Although Vossen presents a strong case in relation to Kirkman's work, the images she describes are still reminiscent of so many zombie movies. The situation of the survivors is wrought, far from ideal, and leads to continuous confrontations: between the undead and the living, and between the survivors themselves. Rather than following Vossen's image of the utopian dystopia, most zombie films show the remaining humans as the real monster. As argued by Paffenroth, the divide between living and living dead is often marginal: "The living and undead are repeatedly equated in these films, and where any comparison is made, it is usually to the detriment of the living, who are shown to be more cruel and deadly to their fellow survivors" (22). In her paper, she states that " [t] here is, in other words, nothing very complicated or mysterious, ultimately, about zombies" (19); they were human, and ultimately, they are still (part of) us. Reading the undead in this light, Paffenroth raises the question which state is more desirable, as the survivors "are constantly fighting each other as well as the living dead, who show no tension or disagreement among themselves" (20). It is the remaining humans who are a catalyst for violence, against the zombies and against themselves, using this to carve out a place in the new world order.
Similarly, it can be argued that the zombies are trying to do the same.
In his conference paper "Searching for Redemption in the Withered Flesh of My Future Self," Lee
Miller offers a new approach to the undead: clear that to become undead is to lose oneself and this issue indeed raises the question whether it is still possible to speak of Sargent's concept of an "intentional community" when referring to the living dead. Zombies do not discriminate, because they do not think about it; zombies work together because they simply do. Are zombies actively uniting, and are any decisions being made?
Can any type of consciousness be ascribed to a mindless being? What I would like to put forward is that some agency remains indeed in the zombie, and to remind the reader of the solution offered as to how to deal with these monstrosities in Romero's Night of the Living Dead : to remove the head and destroy the brain. Although the undead are arguably nothing more than shambling corpses, the idea that the only way to ensure their destruction is to sever any connection with the brain seems to presuppose that some neurological input still remains. The zombie brain is still active and continues to propel them forward. Basic instincts cause the undead to feed and to band together for protection, as if they were animals; even zombies know that there is strength in numbers. The new society of the living dead may not be built on communication and lofty political goals, yet an equilibrium is reached. Human urges and needs, concerns over relationships, finances and material gain, none of these matter any longer. In the loss of self, inherent in achieving the zombie state, societal constraints and distractions are lost. Like the force and violence necessary to achieve so many utopias, the bite of the zombie signifies the transition from the old world to the new, in which differences no longer matter. A young child, just able to walk, or an old woman, each becomes a contributing member to the zombie collective. Everyone is needed; no one is discounted as being 'outside' of what constitutes an upstanding member of society who is able to pull their weight. The undead band together and work together on an instinctual level; no one is discriminated against or excluded.
Take, eat; this is my body ( Scofield Reference Bible , Matthew 26:26) What I would like to propose next is to take this reading of the zombie community one step further and to focus on a particular type of utopia: a religious one. As Sargent argues, "Death seems an odd way to achieve a good life" ("Three Faces" 13), yet as I have argued, this state of death, or rather undeath, can be a positive transformation and a necessary means to achieve the desired The transformation of the physical body is the ritual put into practice and the turning from living to living dead becomes something very real, allowing new souls to join the collective of the undead.
Rather than a mindless horde with no sense of self, the zombie is preparing for judgement in its endless hunger for conversion.
In light of this, Revelations and its narrative of resurrection offers an interesting new reading of the risen dead. In chapters 20 and 21, John speaks of two resurrections: firstly, of "the souls of them that were beheaded for the witness of Jesus, and for the word of God" ( Scofield Reference Bible , Rev. 20:4), who are to reign with Christ for a thousand years. Secondly, there is the process of the judgement, in which John "saw the dead, small and great, stand before God. . . . And the sea gave up the dead which were in it; and death and hell delivered up the dead which were in them: and they were judged every man according to their works" ( Scofield Reference Bible , ).
This process of resurrection and judgement gives way to "a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth were passed away" ( Scofield Reference Bible , Rev. 21:1) and to the holy city of New Jerusalem, which descends from heaven. Here, God shall dwell with those who have been brought back and take care of them, a new world order in which "God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away" ( Scofield Reference Bible , Rev.
21:4). John is shown the city by God and able to describe it in some detail, with the final assertion that "there shall in no wise enter into it any thing that defileth, neither worketh abomination, or a lie" ( Scofield Reference Bible , Rev. 21:27) . In New Jerusalem, there is a place for the risen dead, but not for the abject and the monstrous: in their resurrection, the undead have been made whole and have been accepted into Paradise, where they will reside with God. Through the violence and force of the zombie apocalypse, the dead shall rise and a new earth shall be created. It is the transformation and conversion to the legion of the living dead which will allow humankind to free themselves from the bonds of society and selfish needs, and ultimately offer us salvation.
We ARE the Walking Dead
Although throughout this piece I have argued for a positive reading of the zombie as perhaps the only way in which utopia and ultimately Paradise can be reached, one issue still needs to be traditional need for cannibalism is described, and a reason is offered as to why a zombie always goes for the brain: it allows them to briefly relive the feelings, thoughts and memories of their victims. It will prove to be human emotions, in particular his love for the living girl Julie that ultimately cures R of his zombie-ism. The loss of humanity is not irreversible, and it is that exact same humanity that will revive the dead. The approach in the BBC miniseries In the Flesh (Campbell, Humankind is not perfect, and will need to be made perfect by force in order to achieve a better world: through the bite of the zombie, resurrection and a new world order can finally be achieved.
The developments described in these 'human zombie' narratives, however, raise new questions: If zombies are able to once more become human, what will this mean for the utopian dream? In (partially) leaving the zombie state behind, will these individuals be the better for it, remembering the transformation and continue to work together, or will the newly changed undead become zomvivors, with the same quarrels and hostilities as their human counterparts? In a similar vein, one can ask if it is possible to speak of the zombie state as a better one if it means a surrender to the monstrous and a loss of self: Is the utopia a utopia if it cannot be consciously experienced? Perhaps as Miller describes, the only difference between dead and undead is perception, and a similar argument is found in Vossen: "In these narratives, a beating heart is not enough to evince life. . . .
[O]ne is never fully alive, or fully dead; they are instead a human existing somewhere in between these two extremes" (96). The Other could be monstrous, or it could be a reflection of (a better version of) ourselves. The loss of self, of society, and of the world will have impact, but what, one cannot say. As Emma Vossen argues, "This monstrous world overrun with the dead may initially seem daunting, but it may also be an improvement compared with the world as it currently exists" (105). Ultimately, perhaps, zombification is the only way for us to reach some form of Paradise and become a better monster.
